Klassa, Swaggerty & Associates
An Ameriprise Private Wealth Advisory Practice

PRESENTS:
THE MAIN EVENT NOVI.COM
FREE FESTIVAL!
* FOOD TRUCK RALLY
* BEVERAGE TENT
* KIDS ACTIVITIES
* CLASSIC CAR SHOW

SAT AUG 10
3:30PM
DOWNTOWN NOVI

THE ORBITSUN
CHEF CHRIS
AND HIS NAIROBI TRIO
RYAN RACINE
ABBOTY ROAD 2.0

FRIDAY AUGUST 09
ASSARIAN CANCER CENTER
BELIEVE IN MIRACLES
FUNDRAISER

PRESENTING PARTNER:
KLASSA, SWAGGERTY & ASSOCIATES AN AMERIPRISE PRIVATE WEALTH ADVISORY PRACTICE
PARTNERS: CITY OF NOVI; TOM HOLZER FORD; CADILLAC OF NOVI; SELLERS BUICK GMC; SINCH;
KEFORD NOVI TOWING; MICHIGAN STATE FAIR; POWER HOME REMODELING
FRIENDS: ROTARY CLUB OF NOVI; INDEPENDENT EXHIBIT SERVICES; THE BARONETTE RENAISSANCE HOTEL;
GENPOWER PRODUCTS; INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS; POKE & SMOKE; CARRABBA'S ITALIAN GRILL; STEVE &
ROCKY'S; NOTHING BUNDT CAKES; MICHIGAN BEER COMPANY; FARMINGTON BREWING CO.; NORTH CENTER
BREWING CO.; RIVER'S EDGE BREWING CO.; AIRTIME TRAMPOLINE & GAME PARK; IMA SPORTS NOVI; FAMILY SELF
DEFENSE CENTER; ABRAKADoodle; EMB INVESTIGATIONS

A 2 STONES EVENTS & CITY OF NOVI PRODUCTION
POSTER: WWW.ERICPATRICKKELLY.COM